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An Introduction to Intuition
Jared Smith
Brigham Young University

In the Fall of 2004, Dr. Harold Miller sent a rather unique announcement and invitation to all undergrad..:
uate psychology majors at Brigham Young University. Dr. Miller announced that BYU would be publishing a
journal focused on undergraduate psychology at BYU. He invited any students who were interested in this
undertaking to meet with him to discuss how this project could be accomplished. I was among several individuals who found the thought of BYU publishing an undergraduate psychology journal to be intriguing and subsequently began working on the creation of this journal. In the year that has followed, many committed individuals have donated a significant amount of their time and energies to the development of Intuition, the BYU
Undergraduate Jounzal ofPsychowgy. On behalf of those who have contributed, I am pleased to say that we are of
the opinion that we have created something of value; it is our hope that you as one who has taken the time to
examine our work will feel the same.
A journal focusing on the work of psychology undergraduates contributes significantly to the institution in
many respects. Among these is the journal's ability to showcase the efforts and talents of the students enrolled at
the institution. In publishing this journal, solicitations were made for the contribution of original research,
reviews, and various works of a creative nature. In this inaugural issue, one can find, among several things,
research papers, a discussion piece, as well as poetry. Through this journal, various aspects of the psychology
major experience at BYU are presented. Intuition will allow others to experience a glimpse of BYU's psychology
program, document studies that have been conducted, and view the many theories explored at BYU.
In addition, this journal will have value to the undergraduates who are currently enrolled at the university.
Students who might be interested in studying psychology can examine the journal and learn about the various
topics which psychologists may be interested in. There is also value to those presently engaged in the study of
psychology. It is our desire that students will turn to this journal for examples of quality scientific writing and
that Intuition will prove to be a resource for those looking to improve their own writing skills. Intuition also
provides recognition for students who have applied themselves beyond the ordinary level of undergradute work
by undertaking various projects. This inaugural issue will establish a benchmark for future publications. Future
students who seek publication in Intuition will need to meet or even exceed the standards of this initial volume.
There is another group at BYU to which this journal is of great value: those who have had a chance to aid
in its development. Those of us who have had this experience have found it to be singularly valuable. Intuition
provides students with an opportunity to understand the process of publishing a manuscript within the discipline of psychology. Students are also able to learn the editing process, examine various manuscripts, and review
faculty critiques. Students who have participated in this project have found that it has aided their academic
development immensely. We are thankful to the Department of Psychology, Brigham Young University, and
various others for making this possible.
Intuition represents approximately a year's worth of labor-labor which has been contributed by many individuals. Intuition is being published as an annual journal which highlights the undergraduate work in psychology produced at Brigham Young University. In the future, expansion may be possible. For now, it is our hope
that we have produced something that will provide as much value to the university as we have gained from its
creation.
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A Brief History of_ Psychology at Brigham Young
University (1876-1975)
Brandon L. Roberg
Brigham Young University
The discipline of psychology at Brigham Young University enjoys a colorful and lengthy history of more
than a hundred years. Although psychology has been taught in one form or another at BYU for over a hundred
years, the disipline remains one of the youngest biological and social sciences in the science timeline. Because
of psychology's infancy in the world of science, the disipline has experienced a difficult and sometimes suspicious transition into mainstream academia, and BYU is no exception. While psychology has been one of the
most controversial subjects taught at BYU, the discipline has been and is one of the most popular areas of study
for students of the BYU campus. Perhaps the success of the discipline at BYU is due to the innovative scholarship produced by students and faculty alike that has helped bridge the gaps between psychology, religion, and
academia. The following is an attempt to partially portray this history of psychology from 1876 till 1975 as the
disipline matured out of obscurity and eventually flourished at BYU. The history of psychology at BYU from
1976 till the present will be covered in the next edition of Intuition.

1876

Brigham Young Academy is founded.

1886-87

Milton H. Hardy, assistant principal under Karl G. Maeser, becomes the first instructor to teach a formal course or lecture in psychology at the Brigham Young Academy.

1890

Benjamin Cluff, Jr., who succeeds Karl G. Maeser as principal of the Academy,
becomes the first member of the Academy to hold a bachelor's degree, which was in
psychology and from the University of Michigan.

1891-92

Psychology A, B, and C are offered as part of the pedagogy program. In Psychology A,
Baldwin's Elementary Psychology in Education is the text, B is a continuation of this
course, and C consists of lectures and textbooks.

1893

Joseph Baldwin from the University of Texas is invited to the Academy to lecture
extensively on psychology. The Deseret News gives extensive coverage to almost all of
his lectures.

1894

Benjamin Cluff, Jr., returns to Michigan to pursue a master's degree in psychology.
Upon obtaining his degree, his title is changed from "Principal" to "President" of the
Brigham Young Academy.
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1895-96

Cluff offers advanced psychology courses, using as texts William James's Principles of
Psychology, G. T. Ladd's Physiological Psychology, and T. Ribot's German Psychology

Today.
1897

G. Stanley Hall, who received the first American doctorate of psychology, was the
American Psychological Association's first president and started the first American
psychology journal, delivers seven lectures at the Academy for a price of $250 and
expenses.

1897

Enrollment in psychology classes number 110, compared to 403 in English, 174 in
mathematics, and 45 in physics.

1901

Dr. John Dewy, one of the founders of Pragmatism and a pioneer in functional
psychology, delivers 10 lectures at the Academy for a price of $350.

1903

Brigham Young Academy becomes Brigham Young University.

1905

Josiah Hickman becomes the "Professor of Psychology" at BYU and introduces what
is probably the first course in comparative psychology.

1907

Joseph Peterson joins the faculty of BYU as the second member of the faculty to hold
a Ph.D., after John A. Widtsoe. An undergraduate of the BYA, Peterson graduated
magna cum laude with a Ph.D. from the University of Chicago under Frank R.
Angell and was an assistant to John B. Watson, the founder of behaviorism.

1908-10

Peterson begins the effort to acquire a psychology library and psychology laboratory
and introduces courses in genetic, general, experimental, social, child, and adolescent
psychology.

1911

Peterson and two other teachers are terminated from their positions for failure to
change their teachings on evolution and other contraversial issues. Peterson becomes
president of the APA in 1934.

1911-12

Psychology course offerings are reduced to only two, general and social psychology,
under the Department of Philosophy and Psychology.

1914-16

W. H. Chamberlin attempts to rebuild the psychology program, reintroducing
advanced and experimental psychology while housing the laboratory equipment in
his room in the Maeser Building.

1916

The Department of Philosophy is officially abolished and psychology courses are
transferred to the department of Education.

1919

Dean R. Brimhall, Ph.D., of Columbia University is appointed professor of
psychology and makes a serious attempt to revive the program.
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1919-22

Brimhall leaves BYU in 1919 to study with J. McKeen Cattell, who was important in
the development ()f psychological testing. As his last academic connection with BYU,
he introduces the first course in psychological testing in the summer of 1922.

1923-27

M. Wilford Poulson becomes professor of psychology and chairman of the department. He introduces new courses in psychology including psychology of reading,
psychology of Boy Scout work, psychology of salesmanship and vocations, psychology
of religious education, and the psychology of advertising.

1925

Psychology major requirements are spelled out in the catalogue. They include general,
experimental, social, learning, mental tests, physiological, advanced general, seminar,
and advanced experimental psychology.

1925

Dorothy Irene Jones becomes the first student to obtain a master's degree in psychology
at BYU. She later becomes a school psychologist in Oregon.

1930

Poulson initiates a psychology club, which attracts large numbers of students and the
public to the club's lectures and discussions.

1946

Counseling services are established with Mark K. Allen in charge of testing and
counseling students with serious emotional problems.

1946

Several hundred new students are administered battery tests during orientation week to
provide student profile information for the faculty advisors at the time of registration.
Students with markedly deviant profiles on the MMPI are assigned to Allen for special counseling should they need it.

1948

The department moves to the north and east rooms of the top floor of the Brimhall
Building. One large room is now available for a laboratory.

1950

Robert M. Peterson becomes the first

1953

The first annual report for the department records: 9 students have taken degrees in
psychology that year; there are 39 majors and 5 graduate students; and there are 888
students enrolled in psychology classes for Winter Quarter.

1955

Psi Chi, the National Honor Society in psychology, replaces the psychology dub.

1956

President Frank R. Wilkinson says, "One of the extreme examples of the improvement
in scholarship [is] the Psychology Department. Five years ago it had two teachers in it;
both had masters' degrees." The department now has eight, seven of whom hold doctorate degrees.

1957-58

A first draft of the proposal for a Ph.D. in clinical psychology is prepared. The
program is approved by the Board ofTrustees in 1958 and opens to students in the fall.

to

teach statistics for psychology students.
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1966

Kay Smith develops a television course in general psychology for college credit to
combat the high student-teacher ratios. This becomes the first KBYU-TV telecourse.

1967

Paul Bramwell becomes the first Ph.D. in psychology from BYU. An Investigation of
the Influence of Group Pressure upon Prison Inmate Leaders and Non-leaders is his
dissertation topic.

1968

LaMarr E. Garrard becomes the first Ph.D. in general psychology.

1970

Bruce W. Haslam becomes the first Ph.D. in social psychology.

1971

American Psychological Association accreditation is granted 22 June 1971.

1972

Jon J. Young becomes the first Ph.D. in instructional psychology. Terry R. Seamons
becomes the first Ph.D. in school psychology.

1975

There are 21 full-time and 5 part-time faculty members. There are 594 undergraduate
majors and 84 graduate students, 47 of whom are in the clinical program.

Adapted from Mark K. Allen, The History ofPsychology at Brigham Young University, 1975.
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Does a Community's "Right to Know"
Outweigh the Sex Offender's "Right
to a Fresh Start"?
Joseph Peart

Brigham Young University

In recent decades, sex offender /,aws and treatment have become controversial topics among both /,aw officials and the
general public. This essay outlines the development ofsex offender registration /_aws and discusses both their effectiveness
and validity. Research indicates that while registration /,aws give the public a degree ofpsychokgical security, they do not
prevent the incidence of new sex crimes or the recividism ofprevious sex offenders. In reality, sex offender registration
/,aws may actaully lead to more crime in the form ofvigi/,ante attacks on the offenders. In addition, the constitutional
merit ofthe registration /,aws are discussed.
In recent years there has been a rapid growth
of laws surrounding the crime of sexual offense,
including sexual psychopath and chemical castration statutes, sexual predator laws, state registration,
and community notification laws. The main focus
of this essay is the community notification laws and
the laws leading up to them (i.e., state registration). The first major registration law was passed
under the 1994 Jacob Wetterling Act in
Washington State following the disappearance of
11-year-old Jacob Wetterling in Tacoma (Sabin,
2003). The next major addition to state registration
was Megan's Law, which "enables law enforcement
officials to notify communities of convicted sex
offenders' presence" (Relic, 2001, p. 92). This law
was formed in the wake of the rape and murder of
7-year-old Megan Kanka by her neighbor, a twiceconvicted sex offender. Megan's Law required sex
offenders in the state of New Jersey not only to
register with the police, but also to allow the police
to notify the community of the sex offender who
will be their new resident. Today, most states have
some form of special penalties for sex offenders.

Existing Laws
The earliest law specifically designed to punish sex
offenders, particularly rapists, was passed in the late
1970s. The first registration law was passed in 1989
after a released sex offender, Earl Shriner, sexually
assaulted a 7-year-old boy in Tacoma, Washington
(Prentky, 1996). The Community Protection Act, as it
was named, defined some of the requirements of sex
offenders. With the completion of the Jacob
Wetterling Act, the state registration laws were more
dearly defined, and, by this time, many states had
adopted some form of state registration or notification.
Though they are similar, key differences between state
registration and community notification exist.
State registration requires sex offenders to register
with the local police department whenever the offender
moves. Palermo and Farkas (2001) state that "[r]egistration varies from state to state, but most commonly,
sex offenders must provide their address, photograph,
fingerprints, and vehicle license number" (p. 163).
Most states have some kind of penalty for those sex
offenders who do not register, even to the point of
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revoking their parole. Interestingly enough, local police
departments were also under threat of punishment by
the federal government if they didn't establish sex
offender registries. "Under the Jacob Wetterling Act III
of the Violent Crime Control Act of 1994 all the states
were required to create sex offender registries or risk
losing 10 percent of their federal funding for law
enforcement" (Palermo & Farkas, 2001, p. 162). Two
years later, after the act became official, the FBI
created a national database of sex offenders.
The community notification laws are more of a
supplement to the state registry laws than a new set of
laws. Established with the passing of Megan's Law, the
provisions of the community notification are twofold.
First, a three-level system was established to assess the
risk that sex offenders present to the community.
Second, a matching three-level notification system was
created to determine the extent of notification. The
levels were active notification, limited disclosure, and
passive notification (Presser & Gunnison, 1999). A sex
offender who is under the supervision of a probation
officer, receiving correctional treatment, working, or
attending school and for whom there is no evidence of
drug or alcohol abuse will be placed in Tier 1. Tier 2
includes sex offenders who fail to seek treatment, find
a job or attend a school, or abstain from drugs or alcohol or who have a history of threatening children or
strangers. Those placed in Tier 3 are sex offenders who
generally are compulsive or obsessive in their behavior,
violent, show no remorse, have offended a child who
was a stranger, or expressed the desire to continue their
criminal activates (Winick, 2003, p. 215).
After psychologists have assigned the sex offender to
one of the tiers, the level of notification is applied. A sex
offender placed in Tier 1 is subject to passive notification, which requires the members of the community to
locate the information themselves. Tier 2 offenders are
subjected to limited disclosure, in which schools and
other organizations in the community are notified of
their presence in the community. Lastly, the Tier 3
offender is subjected to active notification, which
means that the police will notify the public through
various means, from simple neighborhood pamphlets
to measures as extreme as making offenders wear clothing labeling them as sex offenders. Today, a majority of
states have adopted the three-tier system.

Effects of Notification on the Community
According to Finn (I 997, p. 1), a "perception
that registration alone is inadequate to protect the
public against released sex offenders" drove legislators to support community notification. Palermo
and Farkas (2001) state that "the real impetus to
enact laws and control strategies has typically followed a 'sex panic,"' (p. 154), which supports
Berliner's ( 1996) claim that "arguments based on
science or outcome data do not necessarily drive
legislative efforts" (p. 294). Whether these laws
can be seen as placing the importance of the community over the rights of a sex offender, the pros
and cons of community notification are emotionally charged.
In her 2001 study of community notification,
Redlich argues that the main goal of community
notification is to prevent sexual abuse. In

Protecting Society from Sexually Dangerous
Offenders: LAW, JUSTICE, and THERAPY,
Winick and La Fond (2003) focus on the psychological aspects of the community and the sex
offender as a result of Megan's Law. According to
Winick and La Fond (2003), the benefits of
Megan's Law are purely psychological for the
community because "the information provided
by registration and community notification
statutes thus can give members of the community
a sense of control over a salient and frightening
hazard in their environment" (p. 217), namely, the
new neighbor who is a sex offender.
Of course, Megan's Law may also be considered to have negative consequences. The most
obvious concern about the law is that it will create
enhanced anxiety in the community, which can
erupt into conflict. Neighbors of sex offenders may
shun them. They may be refused jobs. Vigilantism
also becomes a concern if people in a community
try to "take matters into their own hands" and
dispense what they deem to be just punishment.
These punishments can range from the sex
offender's being "picketed, leafleted, stoned, pummeled with eggs, threatened, or [having] signs
posted outside their residence" (Presser &
Gunnison, 1999, p. 305) to one reported case of
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arson, in which the sex offender's future residence
was destroyed.
Such vigilantism is an extreme expression of
the effects of information chat is released to a community. Sex offenders may find themselves in
harm's way even as they are attempting to reintegrate
into society. When innocent people are involved in
the community response, it can be argued that registration and notification may have been made too
quickly and without proper planning. This is the
case when illegal acts of vigilantism aren't confined
to the offender alone but, in some cases, include
their family, friends, and other innocent people who
become the targets. In a shocking case in Warren
County, New Jersey, "a father and son broke into a
house, looking for a convicted child molester whose
address was made public, and beat an innocent man
who happened to be staying there" (Steinbock,
1995, p. 5).
Unfortunately, only limited research has been
done on the effects of community notification on
the prevention of sex offenses, and the results have
not been positive. According to Lieb (1996), an
independent evaluation of Megan's Law produced
the following results:
1. When the notification group (of sex
offenders) was matched with a comparison group
(non-sex offenders), and their respective re-arrest
rates were examined, the overall rates for the
two groups were similar. The notification group
had a slightly lower estimated rate of sexual
recidivism (19 percent compared with 22 percent), but the difference was not statistically
significant.
2. Most offenders who reoffended did so in
the same jurisdiction where the notification had
occurred.
According to Lieb, the chance chat a sex
offense will occur in a community notified of a
sex offender is the same as in a community where
no notification occurs. So although the community may feel better psychologically for knowing chat a certain resident is a sex offender, it may
well be only a false sense of security. In the case of
community notification, knowledge is not always
power.

The Effects of Notification on the Offender
Although it is difficult to be sympathetic to the
negative effects of notification laws on sex offenders,
especially if their crimes are exceptionally horrendous,
there are some recognized positive effects. Winick
(2003) studied the psychological effects of Megan's
Law on sex offenders. One is chat sex offenders may be
more likely to assume responsibility for the crimes they
committed. Megan's Law may help to "break down the
denial from which many sex offenders suffer and chat
tends to perpetuate their criminal behavior" (Winick,
2003, p. 219). However, chis recognition can be a
double-edged sword.
The sex offenders requirement to recount the
crime and accept responsibility for it can sometimes
increase their focus on the crime. According to Presser
and Gunnison (1999), the community notification
process "pares the identity of the sex offender down to
offending alone" (p. 303), meaning that many ocher
"behaviors and identities of chose persons labeled sex
offender are obscured" (p. 303). When this happens,
the chances of recidivism are increased greatly, which is
opposite to the effect the notification laws are supposed
to have. This is very similar to what Schopf ( 1995) calls
branding. He argues chat branding sexual offenders
with community notification can do more harm than
good because it could deter other sexual predators from
attempting to get help. Similarly, it could prevent the
continued growth of released sex offenders who have
served their time and are truly trying to control their
behavior.
Another common argument against community
notification laws is chat they are in violation of the sex
offender's constitutional rights. The argument is that
community notification constitutes double jeopardy
for the sex offenders because they are punished again
after serving their sentence in prison. Other criticisms
focus on the ex post facto nature of the laws because
they are retroactively applied to people convicted of sex
offenses before the statute was enacted. The violation
of the offender's right to privacy has also been argued,
based on the fact chat private information about that
person becomes public in relation to the crime, identity, and other personal information (Palermo & Farkas,
2001).
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Conclusion
Megan's Law may seem like a good solution to a
difficult problem, but when looked at more closely, its
flaws become obvious. As mentioned earlier, the purpose of any law, in particular Megan's Law, is to deter
some unlawful behavior. Simply put, Megan's Law does
nothing to prevent new sex offenders from offending
or former offenders from reoffending. In fact, most
critics speculate that it actually does more harm than
good.
Research shows that community notification has
no other real effect than to relieve the anxiety of some
of the people in the community. But if that knowledge
can lead (and, in some cases, has led) the community
to put other laws by the wayside and engage in acts of
vigilantism, it doesn't prevent the crime that it was
created to stop. In that case, support of community
notification can mean only that the Megan's Law was
created for a "retributive and vengeful purpose instead
of a purely protective one" (Redlich, 2001, p. 112).
Does a community's "right to know" outweigh the sex
offender's "right to a fresh start"? As Benjamin Franklin
once said, "Those who would give up essential Liberty,
to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither
Liberty nor Safety." The words of Prentky (1996) provide a good conclusion here: "Rather than responding
emotionally and reflexively, I would far rather address,
head on, what we can do that will reduce risk and
increase the safety of our communities" (p. 296).
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Is sex offender notification a form of community
justice? Crime & Delinquency, 45(3), 299-316.
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Religiosity and GPA
at Brigham Young University
Christopher Cannon, Chelsea Barnet,
AJ Righter, Brian Larson, Kelsey Barrus

Brigham Young University

While many factors influence university students' GPA, the affect of religiosity has received limited attenion. This
study investigates the re/,ationship between religiosity and GPA at Brigham Young University. Participants were
administered the Gorsuch IE-R, a measure of total as well as intrinsic and extrinsic religiosity. The total Gorsuch
score and individual items were then corre/,ated with GPA and personal factors (e.g., socioeconomic status, race,
native /,anguage, age, sex, etc). No significant corre/,ations were found between GPA and any of the demographical
information. A significant positive corre/,ation was found between high intrinsic religiosity and high GPA, while
high extrinsic religiosity was corre/,ated to lower GPA. Other significant corre/,ations were found between GPA and
individual test items.

According to recent studies, many factors such
as study habits, setting goals, and academic motivation influence college academic success (Robbins
et al., 2004). The variable of religiosity, however,
has received limited attention. One study of
college-bound high school seniors found a
positive correlation between religiosity and gradepoint average (GPA), American College Test (ACT)
scores, and class rankings (Williams, 2002). In
addition, religiosity and academic success have
been positively correlated in African-American
college students (Walker & Dixon, 2002). Other
studies have drawn less direct correlations. In a
study among Texas college students, a positive
correlation was demonstrated between religiosity
and high
levels of moral development (Clouse,
1991). Finally, another study showed that in South
African university students, religiosity not only has
a posmve
correlation with GPA, but is inversely
related with substance abuse, which can impair academic performance (Peltzer, Malaka, & Phaswana,
2002).

While these studies show that there is a relationship between religiosity and academic performance
within certain groups (most of the studies focused on
persons of Black African descent), the ability to generalize the relationship to greater populations is limited.
In order to add to the body of research and about
predictors of academic performance, this study
explored the correlation between religiosity and
academic performance among college students
enrolled at Brigham Young University (BYU), where
it is estimated that multicultural students compose
12 percent (4 percent Asian and Pacific Islanders,
4 percent Hispanic, 0.7 percent American Indian,
0.6 percent black, and 3 percent other/
unknown) of the student total population (Demographics, http://unicomm.byu.edu/about/ factfile/ demo.
aspx?lms=9).
The present study was designed to contribute to
the body of research in two important ways. Since
BYU has a very large Caucasian population, if a correlation between religiosity and GPA were found, it
would support previous research conducted with other
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ethnic groups and enhance researchers' ability to generalize the correlation to a larger population of college
students. Secondly, because the study was conducted at
BYU, it allowed for tighter control of potentially confounding variables. For instance, other studies did not
control variables such as drug abuse, smoking, and
alcoholism. These factors, not necessarily religious
practices, could have an effect on GPA scores. It is
possible that only the actively religious students avoid
substance abuse and that the majority of those that
aren't actively religious do not. At BYU, all students,
LOS or not, must adhere to the Honor Code and avoid
all habit forming substances including coffee, tea,
tobacco, alcohol, and illegal drugs (BYU Honor
Code, http://campuslife.byu.edu/honorcode/html).
The Honor Code controls these behaviors and thus
eliminates significant confounding variables. The
standardizing effect of the Honor Code will allow this
study to more accurately measure the specific degrees
that GPA and religiosity covary. In addition, all BYU
students, whether LOS or not, must pass an ecclesiastical clearance from a local leader in the sponsoring
LOS Church. This means that even if students are of
another faith (or no faith at all), they must adhere to
behavior standards that are consistent with LOS
religious beliefs.
In addition, the choice of BYU as the site for the
research is of interest because LOS Church doctrine
itself emphasizes the relationship between learning and
religiosity. In its mission statement, BYU proclaims
that the goal of the institution is to "assist individuals
in their quest for perfection and eternal life" (BYU
Honor Code, http://unicomm.byu.edu/ about/ mission/
html). In addition, this goal distinguishes BYU as
an institution concerned with the spiritual lives of
its students and asserts that a "strong general education" is a key factor not only in spiritual life, but
also as part of "family life, social relationships, civic
duty, and service to mankind" (BYU Honor
Code,http://unicomm.byu.edu/about/ mission/html).
This study hypothesized that a positive correlation
exists between religiosity and GPA at BYU. While discussing the proposed study with potential participants,
many voiced an additional issue that became a focus of
chis study. Because BYU requires students to complete
12 credit hours of LOS religion courses, there is a

concern chat students with a life-long LOS background may have an advantage over chose who are
not LOS or have converted later in life.
Thus, being raised in an LOS environment
may therefore significantly influence a student's
GPA at BYU and act as a confounding variable. To
control this variable, we also pursued the question:
Does being a convert to the LOS Church or a
member of another faith correlate with a lower
religion GPA at BYU? This addition to the study
required only an addition of five items to the questionnaire and could act as groundwork for future
studies.
The findings of this study will increase the
field of knowledge on the subject of religiosity and
academic success and could directly influence
BYU's admissions protocol, curriculum, and
mission statement.

Method
Participants
There were two 272 undergraduate students
surveyed. The sample included students from the
English, psychology, business, and math
departments. The mean income for the students
ranged from $10,000 to $15,000 a year. The
ethnicities of the participants were reported to be
primarily Caucasian. The mean age of participants
was approximately 21. No participant reported a
religious affiliation that was other than LOS,
although 18 were converts. The mean GPA for
participants was 3.43 on a 4.0 scale. The mean
religion GPA reported was 3.65. Participants
included 230 singles, 40 married students, and
2 divorced students. The most common native
language reported was English (86 percent of
participants). There were 166 female and 106
male participants.
Measures
The Gorsuch IE-R was chosen to assess
religiosity. The instrument is composed of 24
statements. Participants use a Likert-type scale to
indicate their response to each question. The first
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12 questions use a five-point anchored Likert scale,
while the following 12 questions use a nine-point
unanchored Likert scale. The Gorsuch IE-R was
chosen for three primary reasons. First, the
instrument is designed for a broad range of
religious experience and is not limited to
Judeo-Christian faiths.
In addition to its broad range of application,
the Gorsuch IE-R also assesses many factors that
other measures do not. Specifically, the Gorsuch
IE-R assesses overt religious behavior (such as
going to worship services) and covert religious
experiences (such as meditation or prayer). In
addition, it is also coded to identify intrinsic
religiosity factors (such as "I enjoy reading about
my religion") and extrinsic religiosity factors (such
as "I go to church because it helps me make
friends"). Further, the instrument has also been
shown to have high validity and has had a
widespread use throughout the psychological
community.
While the Gorsuch IE-R was used to assess
religiosity, it also permitted a factor analytic
approach rather than a general, holistic assessment
of religiosity. Specifically, the intrinsic/ extrinsic
and overt/covert religiosity factors were correlated
Gorsuch to GPA.
Demographics were obtained by a questionnaire that included the participant's age, year in
college, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, overall
GPA, BYU religion course GPA, LOS Church
membership, date of conversion to the LOS
Church (if applicable), and years of LOS seminary
attendance.

Procedures
Participants were informed that they were participating in a psychological study and that
participation was completely anonymous. The
Gorsuch IE-R and the student data sheet were
administered during regular class periods in the
following classes: American Heritage, Introduction
to Psychology, Economics, and Business. After the
results were collected, the data were analyzed using
SPSS.

Results

Religiosity and Overall GPA
First, the data were sorted according to intrinsic and
extrinsic motivational factors. A significant positive
correlation was found (r = .175, p < .01) between overall
GPA and intrinsic religiosity, while a significant
negative correlation was found (r = -.207, p <.01)
between overall GPA and extrinsic religiosity. Second,
the data were analyzed according to each individual
item on the Gorsuch IE-R. In addition, significant
positive correlations were also found between overall
GPA and the following items: (1) "It is important to
me to spend time in private thought and prayer," (2) "I
try hard to live all my life according to my religious
beliefs," and (3) "I have been driven to ask religious
questions out of a growing awareness of the tensions in
my world and in relation to my world." Significant
negative correlations were found between overall GPA
responses to the following items: (1) "It doesn't matter
what I believe so long as I am good," (2) "Although I
am religious, I don't let it affect my daily life," (3) and
"I go to church mostly to spend time with my friends."

•

Religiosity and BYU Religion GPA
As with overall GPA, the data were first analyzed
according to intrinsic and extrinsic motivational
factors. A significant positive correlation was found
(r = .220, p < .01) between BYU religion GPA and
intrinsic religiosity, while a negative correlation was
found (r = -.111, p < .05) between extrinsic religiosity
and BYU religion GPA. The data were then analyzed
according to individual items on the Gorsuch IE-R
The only significant positive correlation with BYU religion GPA was for this item: "I do not expect my religious
convictions to change in the next few years." Several negatively correlated items were found, including: ( 1)
"It doesn't matter what I believe so long as I am good"
(2) "It is important to me to spend time in private
thought and prayer," (3) "I try hard to live my life
according to my religious beliefs" (4) "Although I am
religious, I don't let it affect my daily life," and (5) "I go
to church mostly to spend time with my friends," and
(6) "There are many religious issues on which my views
are still changing."
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A significant correlation was found (r = .653, p< .0 I)
between overall GPA and religion GPA. In addition, serving an LOS mission was positively correlated to BYU
religion GPA.
Other factors
No significant correlations were found between
overall GPA and BYU religion GPA and socioeconomic status, gender, ethnicity, martial status, LOS seminary attendance, year in college, major, or age.
Non-LDS or Convert Status and BYU Religion GPA
Because of an inadequate sample size it was determined an analysis would nor produce reliable results;
therefore these questions must be addressed in the
future.

Discussion

Intrinsic religiosity emerged as a significant predictor of both GPA and BYU religion GPA, whereas social
or passive religiosity predicted lower GPA. Factors such
as personal belief systems, happiness, behavioral discipline, and study habits may also be involved in this
relationship, as they are part of both academics and
most intrinsic religiosity.
Covert religious experience seemed to predict
higher GPA twice as often as overt religious behavior,
with prayer and an awareness of tension in the world as
the internal factors that most strongly predict higher
GPA. Spending time in personal prayer had the highest correlation, while response to the item "I try hard to
live my life according to my religious beliefs" had the
weakest correlation. In contrast, BYU religion GPA
showed a significant negative correlation with time spent
in personal prayer and the same item. It is possible that
these discrepancies may arise from the fact that since
students are enrolled in academic religion classes, their
religiosity may become more extrinsic because religious
learning is no longer primarily a desirable choice to the
individual, bur a requirement for graduation. Prayers and
other religious pursuits may cease to be for the purpose of
personal connection with the divine and become repetitious pleas for help on tests or assignments. This seems
reasonable because both BYU religion and overall GPAs

were negatively correlated with extrinsic religiosity.
Another possibility is that students who are highly religious do not treat BYU religion courses as seriously as
other courses. This could stem from the fact that they
are highly religious and as a result feel that they do not
need to invest the same amount of time or effort in
their religion courses as they do other courses.
Overall, this study has shown that nor only is there
a relationship between religiosity and GPA, bur that
the kind of religiosity is also related to GPA. Future
studies may address these same factors using students
from other religions, denominations, ethnic groups,
and cultures. For BYU, future studies may investigate
the intriguing nature of the factors found to be negatively correlated to religion GPA or the effect of coming from a non-LOS background on BYU religion
GPA.
Limitations and Considerations
While this study contributes to the literature of
religiosity and GPA, it has specific limitations. While
the sample size was large, it drew from only a small
group of academic majors. Moreover, it was also
assumed that all participants were in compliance with
the BYU Honor Code. As noted earlier, no non-LDS
students were included, and the sample size of converts
to the LDS Church was too small for reliable analysis.
Thus we could investigate only our first hypothesis.
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The Actor-Observer Effect As It Pertains to
the Brigham Young University Honor Code
Jenna Buchanan, Bryan Fletcher, Lance Hatch,
Ashley Kindle, Jared Sanford, Katie Woods

Brigham Young University

Since researchers first documented the actor-observer effect in 1912, surprising!J litde research has been done on the
rehtionship between this effect and personal codes of morality. This study sought to explore this potential rehtionship
by testing the strength ofthe actor-observer effect as it pertains to the Brigham Young University Honor Code, a set of
strict moral guidelines which all BYU students agree to observe. Students in this study were questioned as to why they
might viohte the Honor Code or why they thought others might. It was discovered that the actor-observer effect was
only partially supported Students attributed reasons for possible personal vio/,ations to situational variables but did not
significantly attribute the viohtions ofothers to dispositional causes. Possib/,e reasons for these findings are discussed.
People give different reasons as to why certain behaviors are performed when looking at
their own behavior and when looking at the
behavior of others. This phenomena is known as
the actor-observer effect (Jones & Nisbett,
1972). The actor-observer effect states that the
actor (the person carrying out the action) will
attribute behaviors to situational reasons (e.g.,
"I threw my trash on the ground because the university doesn't provide enough trash cans") and
that the observer (the person observing someone
else performing an action) will attribute
another's behavior to dispositional reasons (e.g.,
"They threw their trash on the ground because
they don't care about the environment"). Research
has shown that the actor-observer effect is most
likely to occur when the behaviors being performed are perceived as negative (Green,
Lightfoot, Bandy, & Buchanan, 1985).
Since the time that the actor-observer effect
was first documented there has been some controversy concerning this phenomenon. Some studies
have found no evidence of the actor-observer

effect at all (Monson, Tanke, & Lund, 1980; Lewis,
1995), while other studies have supported the
presence of the effect (Mitchell & Wood, 1980).
Although there have been arguments over the past 30
years, the actor-observer effect is still used to explain
differences regarding people's attributions for behavior
in certain situations. Studies have shown that in
socially undesirable situations observers will attribute
behavior to situational factors, which have been
shown to be related to the observer's attitude toward
the actor (Anderson, 1985; Cadinu, Arcuri, &
Kodilja, 1993). According to Jones and Nisbett
(1972), when the actor is looking outward and the
observer is focused on the actor's behavior, the stage is
set to study the actor-observer effect. Many of the
studies regarding the actor-observer effect were done
in a laboratory setting involving hypothetical
situations (West, Gunn, & Chernicky, 1975; Miller,
Jones, & Hinkle, 1981; Malle, 1999). Those done in
the field often involved ordinary behavior such as the
choice of a college major or the choice of a girlfriend
(Nisbett, Caputo, Legant, & Marecet, 1973). To test
the effect, behaviors will be observed in real-world
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situations in which the behavior is socially unacceptable. Few studies have addressed this phenomenon in
relation to morality and honesty, and no studies have
addressed chis topic in relation to the BYU Honor
Code (see Appendix D).
This study will examine the actor-observer effect
as it pertains to BYU students and the Honor Code,
while adding to the research started by Jones and
Nisbett (I 972). The Honor Code is a set of standards,
morals, ethics, and behaviors expected of Brigham
Young University students. All students at BYU must
read and sign the Honor Code prior co their acceptance
to the university. Failure to comply with the Honor
Code may elicit disciplinary action and can result in
termination from the university.
This study will test the actor-observer effect and
record the different reasons people attribute to
breaking the BYU Honor Code. Under the assumption
that rule-breaking is socially unacceptable, we hypothesize that subjects, as actors, will distance themselves
from che situation by stating situational reasons for
their own rule-breaking (e.g., "I cheated on my test
because the teacher didn't give us enough rime to
study''). This hypothesis will be tested by questioning
the subjects regarding real-life situations in which they
could be involved and then allowing them to assign
either situational or dispositional reasons to the behavior.
Additionally, subjects will also be questioned about the
behavior of others and will be allowed to attribute
the behavior to either situational or dispositional
reasons. We hypothesize that, as an observer, the
subject will attribute another's behavior to dispositional reasons (e.g., "That person cheated on the test
because he's dishonest").

Method
Participants
There
were
73
university
students
participating in this study. Participants were
between the ages of 18-50 with 17 males and 56
females. The students who participated were
recruited from various psychology courses on
campus.

Materials
Consent Form. A consent form was created and
handed out separately from the surveys in order to
keep the identity of participants anonymous. The
consent form included the following information:
the identities of the principal investigators conducting the survey, the approximate time required for
completion of the survey, the number of questions
on the survey, the benefits and risks associated with
participation, the assurance of anonymity, and
contact information.
Actor survey. Two separate surveys were prepared for this study. The actor survey asked participants to suppose that they themselves had violated
various aspects of the Honor Code and then consider the reason why they think they would have done
this. One question for each aspect of the Honor
Code was listed for a total of 15 questions, each
addressing a different possible violation of the
Honor Code. An example of an actual question
from the actor survey follows: "Suppose you have
cheated on an assignment, quiz, or test. What reason
would you cite for doing this?" Participants were free
to answer any way they wished. The purpose of the
actor survey was to determine if the participant
would attribute his/her own behavior to either dispositional or situational reasons (see Appendix A).
Observer survey. The observer survey asked participants if they have ever observed or known about
somebody else violating the Honor Code and the
reasoning behind the violation. The observer survey
used the same procedure as the actor survey by creating a question referring to each aspect of the
Honor Code. An example from the observer survey
follows: "Have you ever observed or known about
someone plagiarizing a paper or assignment? If yes,
why do you think they did this?" Participants were
free to answer as they wished. The purpose of the
observer survey was to determine if the participant
would attribute somebody else's perceived deviant
behavior to either dispositional or situational
reasons (see Appendix B).
The qualitative answers obtained from the
completed surveys were analyzed by research team
members and coded either "situational" or
"dispositional."
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Procedures
Participants were recruited from vanous
psychology classes at Brigham Young University.
The surveys were administered in the classrooms
immediately after instruction ended. Test administrators consisted of members of the research team:
three males and three females (ages ranging from
18-26). The consent forms were handed out and
subsequently collected by researchers previous to
administering the surveys to participants. This was
done in order to ensure total anonymity. The two
different forms of the surveys were randomly
assigned to participants. Participants were not
aware that there were two separate surveys being
administered at the same time. After participants
completed their respective survey, surveys were collected and participants were dismissed.

Results
The following data were recorded: parnc1pants' responses for all open-ended questions on
both the actor survey and the observer survey.
Because the data was qualitative, the research
group had to interpret the responses. In order to do
this, the group met together to read through all the
surveys and discuss all responses for each survey
question and develop themes that best represented
the responses. Collectively, it was decided which
themes fit under which category.
Two categories were designated: "situational"
and "dispositional." For example, one question on
the actor survey asks: "Suppose while on campus
you have worn shorts or a skirt that violates
the appropriate length standard as described in the
Honor Code. What reason would you cite for
doing this?" Examples of responses that were coded
under the situational category were: "I had nothing
else to wear" or "to play sports." These responses fit
under the situational category because each response
places blame on external causes (something else or
someone else besides the person [actor] doing it).
Examples of responses that were coded under the
dispositional category were: "It almost fir the

requirements" or "because it is cute." These responses
fit under the dispositional category because each
response indicates internal causes (i.e., the person is
taking responsibility for her/his actions), meaning that
the actor was fully aware of the Honor Code but violated the rule simply because she/he wanted to,
attributing the blame to her/his self. A parallel question
was posed on the observer survey: "Have you ever seen
anyone else at any time while on campus wearing
shorts or a skirt that violates the appropriate length
standard as described in the Honor Code?" Persons
that answered yes explained why they thought others
did this. Examples of responses that were coded under
the situational category were: "Perhaps they were hot"
or "they didn't know." These responses are both situational because the observer places blame on external
causes. Responses that fit under the dispositional category were: "They wanted to be fashionable" or "they
didn't care." These responses are dispositional because
the observer indicates that the actor chose to do these
things and is internally to blame (internal causes).
This study had one independent variable with
two levels: "actor" and "observer." Participants who
responded to the actor survey were asked to imagine
themselves in a situation in which they were breaking
the Honor Code and to decide why they would do
this. Participants who responded to the observer
survey were asked to give reasons why they thought
others would violate rules in the Honor Code.
Responses to questions were collapsed into two categories: situational and dispositional, with the total
number of situational responses and the total number
of dispositional responses recorded. There were two
dependent variables present: situational and dispositional. A multivariate analysis of variance submitting
the two surveys (actor and observer) as independent
variables and the frequencies of situational and dispositional attributions as dependent variables was
performed: multivariate F (1,71) = 113.33, p < .0001.
These results indicated that there was a significant
difference between responses that were situational and
dispositional. The univariate analysis of variance was
examined to see where these differences occurred.
When participants were in either condition, actor or
observer, and responses were dispositional these were
the results: F (1, 71) = 2.24, p > .138, M=2.52,
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SD= l. 79, indicating there were no significant differences in the number of dispositional attributions
made between actor attributions or observer attributions. When participants were in either condition,
actor or observer, and responses were situational,
these were the results: F (1,71) = 206.29, p < .0001,
M=9.75, SD=2.4. This indicates significance between
situational attributions made between the two conditions.
When participants were in the actor condition and
responses were situational, the results were M=9. 75,
SD=2.4. When participants were in the observer condition and responses were situational, the resulcs were
M=2.52, SD=l.79. These findings indicate that when
participants were in the actor condition and imagined
themselves breaking the Honor Code, their attributions were situational; or they placed the blame on
external causes when explaining their own deviant
behavior. However, when asked to explain the noncompliant behavior of others, participants were far less
likely to place the blame on external causes. This finding supports the actor-observer effect, which says when
an individual is placed in the actor condition she/he
will give situational reasons for doing the act.
When participants were in the actor condition and
responses were dispositional, the results were M=5.45,
SD=3.19. When participants were in the observer condition and responses were dispositional, the results
were M=6.58, SD=3.19. This data does not dearly
support the other half of the actor-observer effect
(i.e., that an individual will make more dispositional
attributions for the deviant behavior of others); nevertheless, the means for the rwo groups are in the
appropriate directions.

Discussion
A very interesting development occurred upon
analysis of the data. The proposed hypothesis was only
partially supported, allowing much speculation as to
the cause. The hypothesis was strongly supported when
it stated that BYU students would attribute their own
Honor Code violations to situational reasons
(p < .0001), but was not supported when it stated that
they would attribute the Honor Code violations of

other BYU students to dispositional reasons
(p > .138). Simply put, the participants significantly
attributed both their own behavior and the behavior of others to situational reasons (in ocher words,
they cited reasons that diverted the blame of the
action away from themselves and others instead of
citing personal shortcomings that could be responsible for the action). The hypothesis predicted chat
chis would be the case only when examining their
own behavior, but not when examining the behavior of others. Although analysis of the data showed
non-significance in the case of dispositional attributions, the dispositional means are supportive of
the hypothesis in the sense that they are skewed in
the appropriate direction (albeit non-significantly).
There is a higher mean where the hypothesis would
predict it to be: more dispositional attributions
given on the observer survey (M = 6.576) than on
the actor survey (M = 5.450). This was anticipated,
but a far stronger degree was expected.
This study is unique in the sense that the participants were of a subcultural group (namely,
members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints [LDSJ) and therefore perhaps the results
cannot be fully generalized to the average population. This study, quite simply, cannot compare to
previous work done on the subject because of the
unique nature of the circumstances. However, it
can lend support to Jones and Nisbett's original
discovery of the actor-observer effect. Because this
study found partial significance of this effect as it
pertains to a moral code of behavior, this not only
uncovers new questions to be asked about the
actor-observer effect, but perhaps strengthens the
validity of this effect by demonstrating that evidence can be found in more specific settings than
has been explored in the past. As stated earlier,
surprisingly little research has been done on this
effect as it pertains to morality. The only previous
literature that was found relating to this topic was
an article exploring cheating on tests and dishonesty (Mitchell, 2001). This BYU Honor Code
study not only asked about cheating on tests and
assignments, but also proceeded to explore more
extensive moral issues. For this reason, this study
is set apart from previous research that has been
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done. Although it incorporates what has been done
before, it goes in a new direction that has not yet
been explored.
As previously stated, the findings of this
research would be hard to generalize to the average
population because of the abnormal pool of participants. This is an obvious limitation of this study.
Apart from lending support to the original
actor-observer effect, this study can serve as a very
helpful starting point for additional research to be
done on the relationship between adherence to a
strict moral code and a person's perception of others. A strong limitation to this study is that it is not
able to say that the actor-observer effect can be
applied to issues of morality solely from the results
of this study. All that the results of this study indicate is that the actor-observer effect has been
shown to be partially applicable to issues of morality within the confines of BYU. To make the
hypothesis more encompassing, research that takes
into account other religions and people away from
religious settings would have to be conducted concerning issues of morality. This study would be
useful to serve as a tool of comparison.
A potential confounding variable to this study
was that all of the participants were recruited from
psychology courses. Even though not all of the participants were psychology majors, the fact that all
of the participants shared this in common might
have had a biasing effect on the results. Perhaps the
students were familiar with the actor-observer
effect and it biased their answers. Also, the fact the
surveys were taken in class, or right after the psychology class ended, could play a role in the results.
Perhaps participants felt as if they were rushed and
therefore did not spend enough time to thoroughly complete the survey. Or maybe there were
distractions present that might have taken their
focus off the survey.
Another factor that should be discussed is the
way that participants' answers were designated
situational or dispositional. There were many
common answers that the surveys shared which
were easily categorized as one of the two attributions. For example, there were many instances in
which people would answer, "I don't like this rule,"

"I wanted to be comfortable," or "It's a habit." These
were easily categorized as dispositional because the participant attributed the action to personal choices or
characteristics. On the other hand, if participants
responded, "There wasn't enough time," "It was a hot
day," or "My roommates invited them over," these were
easily categorized as situational because the participant
blamed the deviant behavior on outside circumstances
or situations. However, some common answers were
debated among the members of the research team as to
how they should be categorized. Many responses said
something similar to "Because everyone else was doing
it" or "Peer pressure." This was initially debated
because the person's attributions could be looked at in
two different ways. Perhaps they were saying that the
action was being performed because the situation
demanded it, or perhaps they saying that the action was
being performed because the person him/herself was
personally desirous to do what others were doing.
Another debatable response was in regards to the cheating on a test or assignment question. A common
response to this was "To get good grades." Again, this
could be looked at in two different ways. Perhaps they
are saying that the situation of the test or the assignment being too demanding caused the dishonesty, or
perhaps that a personal determination to "get good
grades" warranted the action. Eventually both of these
situations were deemed situational responses upon
agreement by the members of the research team and
the faculty mentor. However, it is important to note
this because in a different setting with different
researchers, a different conclusion could have been
reached with just as much validity as this one, possibly
changing the outcome of the study.
Another severe limit that should also be recognized
is that the actor survey was only able to ask the participant to "suppose" they had broken the Honor Code
and not if they had actually done so. Stronger results
would have been achieved if the survey had been
allowed to ask about actual Honor Code infractions
because the "why'' part of the question would have
been more accurate.
The implications of this research are extremely
interesting and unexpected. Upon analysis of the data
and the discovery that the hypothesis was only partially
supported, several different aspects can be explored.
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Having previously clarified chat chis data is primarily
suitable to be applied to the population of BYU, the
implications must adhere to these same limitations.
The most unexpected result of chis research was chat
actors and observers alike significantly attributed
behaviors to situational causes, rather than observers
significantly attributing behaviors to dispositional reasons. If this is applied to the participant-group, it could
be said chat students at BYU were less likely to blame
morally deviant behaviors on personal characteristics
and instead were more likely to excuse the person by
citing outside circumstances or forces. Arguments
could be made that this is due to the intensely religious
atmosphere chat BYU students are exposed to and that
students are unwilling to deviate from the strict
Christian code they are taught. Christian doctrine
teaches chat judging others is not acceptable and that
God is the only one who can judge. In the Bible (which
is a primary scriptural text in the LDS religion) it states
in St. Matthew chapter seven, verse one: "Judge not,
that ye be not judged." It appears that cultural factors
may have contributed to the lower than expected
frequency of situational attributions made by observers.
Another argument could be made that this attitude
towards others could be related to the observer's familiarity with the person carrying out the deviant behavior. As
previously stated, studies have shown chat in socially
undesirable situations observers will make situational
attributions, although this has been shown to be
related to the observer's attitude toward the actor
(Anderson, 1985; Cadinu, Arcuri, & Kodilja, 1993).
The participants may have felt a certain camaraderie
with those about whom they were referring when they
filled out the survey because of the community-like
environment that a strict religious school may create, or
they may have personally known the person. Everyone
must sign the Honor Code before enrolling, so essentially everyone is in the same boat. Since the Honor
Code is considered strict, deviations from it may not be
uncommon and may be looked at as trivial.
An interesting way to look at the results is by
examining them question by question. It was found
chat there were certain questions that elicited an overwhelming number of either situational or dispositional answers. For example, "Have you ever observed
someone else taking their shoes off on campus?"

elicited mostly situational reasons for both the
actor survey and observer survey. An analysis of
each question is included in Table 1-A (Appendix
C) (see Appendix A and Appendix B for exact
survey questions).
As stated previously, the implications of this
research are somewhat limited to the population of
BYU (and perhaps, one might argue, the
population of the LDS Church). Because of these
limitations, there is a plethora of additional research
than can be done relating to morality and the
actor-observer effect. The question of "Does the
actor-observer effect apply to religious groups?"
could be asked. To truly test this, new studies would
have to operate on a more encompassing scale,
including various religious groups and asking
questions relating to morality. After this question
is asked, another question such as "Why (or why
not)?" could be addressed. This could lead to
several new insights into the effects of religiosity or
abiding to a strict moral code on people's
perceptions of others. The actor-observer effect has
been shown to be at least partially applicable to BYU
(therefore LDS) students, and to find out if this has
universal implications for all religions and moral
adherence would be valuable in the sense that it
might reinforce the value that morality plays in
someone's life, especially in how they perceive others.
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Appendix A
Actor survey
Please provide the following information. Write in or
circle the appropriate response:
Gender: M F
Age _ _ _ _
Year in school: Fr So Jr Sr
Marital Status: Single Married
Religious Affiliation: LOS Non-LOS
Major/Minor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please answer the following questions AS YOU
THINK THEY WOULD APPLY TO YOU AND
YOUR PERSONAL EXPERIENCE. If you have had
an experience pertaining to any of the outlined rules,
you may use your experience to answer the question,
but it is not required. Please DO NOT refer to the
experience of anyone else but yourself. If you have not
had an experience pertaining to any of the outlined
rules, please imagine yourself in that situation and
answer how you think you would act in that situation.
la. Suppose you had a member of the opposite sex in
your apartment after hours in violation of the Honor
Code. What reason would you cite for doing this?
16. Suppose you have been in the apartment of a
member of the opposite sex after hours in violation of
the Honor Code. What reason would you cite for
doing this?
2. Suppose you have cheated on an assignment, quiz,
or test. What reason would you cite for doing this?
3. Suppose you have been guilty of plagiarism. What
reason would you cite for doing this?
4. Suppose while on campus you have worn shorts or
a skirt that violates the appropriate length standard as
described in the Honor Code. What reason would
you cite for doing this?
5. Suppose you removed your shoes for any reason
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while at any public area of campus. What reason
would you cite for doing this?
6. Suppose you have worn an article of clothing
deemed inappropriate by the Honor Code (sleeveless,
strapless, backless, form fitting, or revealing) while at
BYU. What reason would you cite for doing this?
7a. Suppose as a visitor you have been in the bedroom
of a member of the opposite sex in violation of the
honor code. What reason would you cite for doing
this?
76. Suppose you have allowed a visiting member of
the opposite sex into your room in violation of the
Honor Code. What reason would you cite for doing
this?
8. Suppose you have possessed, served, or consumed
alcoholic beverages, tobacco, tea, coffee, or harmful
drugs while at BYU. What reason would you cite for
doing this?

9. Suppose while at BYU you have been involved in
gambling. What reason would you cite for doing this?
10. Suppose you have had involvement with pornographic, erotic, or indecent material while at BYU.
What reason would you cite for doing this?
11. If male, suppose you have come to school without
adhering to the "clean shaven" requirement specified
in the Honor Code. What reason would you cite for
doing this?
12. If female, suppose while at BYU you have worn
more than one set of earrings. What reason would you
cite for doing this?
13. Suppose you have used "unclean language" (profaniry, obscene jokes or stories, etc.) while at BYU.
What reason would you cite for doing this?

14. Suppose there has been a time when you were not
actively attending church while at BYU. What reason
would you cite for doing this?

15. Are you familiar with the rules and standards
as outlined in the Honor Code?

Appendix B
Observer survey

Please provide the following information. Write
in or circle the appropriate response:
Age

Gender: M F

Year in school: Fr So Jr Sr
Marital Status: Single Married
Religious Affiliation: LOS Non-LOS
Major/Minor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please answer the following questions AS THEY
APPLY TO OTHERS ANO YOUR OBSERVATIONS OF THEIR ACTIONS. Please DO
NOT refer to your personal actions. For the first
part of each question, please circle YES or NO.
For the second part of each question, please write
complete answers that address what is being
asked.
1. Have you ever observed someone else having a
member of the opposite sex in their apartment
after hours in violation of the honor code (if they
were single)?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
2. Have you ever observed or known about someone else cheating on an assignment, quiz, or test?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?

3. Have you ever observed or known about
someone plagiarizing a paper or assignment?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
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4. Have you seen anyone else at any time while
on campus wearing shorts or a skirt that violates
the appropriate length standard as described in
the honor code?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
5. Have you ever observed or known about anyone else removing their shoes for any reason in
public?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
6. Have you ever seen someone else wearing an
article of clothing deemed inappropriate by the
honor code (sleeveless, strapless, backless, form
fitting, or revealing) while at BYU?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
7. Have you ever observed or known about someone else letting a visiting member of the opposite
sex into their room?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
8. Have you ever observed or known about someone else possessing, serving, or consuming alcoholic beverages, tobacco, tea, coffee, or harmful
drugs while at BYU?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?

11. Have you ever observed or known about a male
coming to school without adhering to the "clean
shaven" requirement specified in the Honor Code?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
12. Have you ever observed or known about a female
wearing more than one set of earrings while a student
at BYU?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
13. Have you ever observed or known about anyone
else using "unclean language" (profanity, obscene
jokes or stories, etc.) while a student at BYU?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
14. Have you ever observed or known about someone
not actively attending church while a student at
BYU?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
15. Do you think the general population of BYU is
familiar with the Honor Code?
YES NO

9. Have you ever observed or known about someone else being involved in gambling while a student at BYU?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
10. Have you ever observed or known about
someone else being involved with pornographic,
erotic, or indecent material as a student at BYU?
YES NO
If yes, why do you think they did this?
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Appendix C
Data

Tables 1 and 2 give the raw amounts of situational and
dispositional answers received for each question asked
on both the actor survey and observer survey. (See the
surveys included as Appendix A [actor survey] and
Appendix B [observer survey] for exact questions).

riable I

rrable 2

Actor survey

Observer survey

Question

Situational

Dispositional

Question

Situational

Dispositional

la

36

7

1

IO

21

lb

35

7

2

8

13

2

23

19

25

15

3

3

3

5

4

30

12

4

5

24

5

33

11

5

15

12

6

23

20

6

3

25

7a

33

7

7

13

15

7b

35

6

8

0

11

8

16

20

9

1

13

9

15

23

10

2

7

10

19

16
11

11

22

11

8

4

12

15

15

12

5

11

13

19
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13

2

23

14

25

15

14

5
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Appendix D
BYU Honor Code statement

We believe in being honest, true, chaste, benevolent, virtuous, and in doing good to all men. If there is
anything virtuous, lovely, or of good report or praiseworthy, we seek after these things. (Thirteenth Article of
Faith) As a matter of personal commitment, the
faculty, administration, staff, and students of Brigham
Young University, Brigham Young University-Hawaii,
BYU-1, and LOS Business College seek to demonstrate
in daily living on and off-campus those moral virtues
encompassed in the gospel of Jesus Christ, and will:

Women
A clean and well-cared-for appearance should be
maintained. Clothing is inappropriate when it is
sleeveless, strapless, backless, or revealing; has slits
above the knee; or is form fitting. Dresses and skirts
must be knee length or longer. Hairstyles should be
clean and neat, avoiding extreme styles and colors.
Excessive ear piercing (more than one per ear) and
all other body piercing are not acceptable. Shoes
should be worn in all public campus areas.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Be honest
Live a chaste and virtuous life
Obey the law and all campus policies
Use clean language
Respect others
Abstain from alcoholic beverages, tobacco, tea,
coffee, and substance abuse
• Participate regularly in church services
• Observe Dress and Grooming Standards
• Encourage others in their commitment to comply with
the Honor Code.
Specific policies embodied in the Honor Code include
(1) the Academic Honesty Policy, (2) the Dress and
Grooming Standards, (3) the Residential Living
Standards, and (4) the Continuing Student Ecclesiastical
Endorsement Requirement. (Refer to institutional policies for more detailed information.)

Men
A dean and well cared for appearance should be
maintained. Hairstyles should be clean and neat, avoiding extreme styles or colors and trimmed above the collar leaving the ear uncovered. Sideburns should not
extend below the earlobe or onto the cheek. If worn,
mustaches should be neatly trimmed and may not
extend beyond or below the corners of the mouth. Men
are expected to be dean-shaven; beards are not acceptable. Earrings and other body piercing are
not acceptable. Shoes should be worn in all public campus areas.
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Distinctions among Terms Used to Describe
Emotions and Moods
Joseph A. Allen
Brigham Young University

Emotion theorists continue to debate about differences between emotions and moods. Many agree that emotions are
necessarily directed at objects, whereas moods are not. This, and other, alternative differences between mood and
emotion terms were examined Fifty undergraduate students were asked to rate a number ofaffect terms according
to their object-directedness, duration, intensity, physiological impact, and psychologicalfeeling states. The results were
analyzed to illustrate possible differences between moods and emotions. Implications of the results are discussed.

Cornelius ( 1996) differentiates among four
schools of thought on the nature of emotion,
including the following: ( 1) Darwinian, (2)
Jamesian, (3) Cognitivist, and (4) Social
Constructionist. The first school of thought, the
Darwinian, suggests that emotion expression is a
function of serviceable habits that have evolved
with the organism. Serviceable habits themselves
were not associated with a given emotion per se
initially, but through time they become interconnected and rarely separated. William James's
conception of emotion is similar to that of
Darwin's, though he emphasized that emotions
are physiological and that, without the physiology
of emotion, there would be no emotion experience. The cognitivist approach to emotion
suggests that emotions necessarily involve a cognitive component, suggesting that emotions are
judgments or appraisals (Solomon, 2004). The
fourth perspective highlighted by Cornelius is the
social constructionist theory often credited to
James Averill (1975). This perspective states that
emotions are culturally and social constructed and
that the historical context of the individual
impacts the experience of a given emotion and
may even create the emotion experience.
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Although these four perspectives have offered insight
into emotions, there is a marked absence of research
on the differentiation of emotions and moods.
Historically speaking, emotions and moods have
typically been differentiated by the stipulation that
emotions take objects and moods do not (Calhoun &
Solomon, 1984). Aristotle made the observation that
anger, which he deemed an emotion, is "necessarily
always directed towards someone in particular." Thus,
the idea that emotions are objected-directed began
centuries ago and continues to be a criterion to this
day for distinguishing emotions from moods
(Cornelius, 1996; Ekman & Davidson, 1994;
Scherer, Wranik, Sangsue, Tran, & Scherer, 2004).
However, research is sparse as to possible distinctions
between terms used to describe emotions and moods
beyond object-directedness. Many researchers have
looked at the various aspects of emotions, such as
duration, intensity, psychological feeling, and various
physiological responses (Alvarado, 1998; Averill, 1975;
Niedenthal, Auxiette, Nugier, Daile, Bonin, & Fayol,
2004). Measures of these features have successfully
differentiated among categories of affect (Innes-Ker &
Niedenthal, 2002). It was the goal of the present
study to further develop distinctions among the states
affect-related terms describe.
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Our first hypothesis was that terms used to describe
emotions and moods differ in that emotion terms
describe object-directed states, whereas mood terms do
not. Because many researchers agree that objectdirectedness is an attribute of emotions and not
moods, this stood as a litmus test for the emotion and
mood terms considered for this study (Frijda, 1994;
Bilimoria, 2004; Cornelius, 1996).
Our second hypothesis was derived from the first
and asserts that if the states referred to by emotion and
mood terms differ as to object-directedness, then they
may also differ in other respects. William James ( 1884)
and more recently Paul Ekman and Richard Davidson
(1994) would agree that biological contributions are
integral to emotion experience if not altogether the
entire nature of emotion. Also, Magda Arnold ( 1969)
would emphasize a cognitive component to emotion in
the form of judgments or appraisals. Thus, according
to Arnold, emotion experience, in contrast to mood
states, depends on the cognitive appraisal that initiates
a psychological feeling state associated with a particular
emotion.
Considering the difference derived from research
in object-directedness, and the subsequent theories
that illustrate other differences in emotion experience,
it was hypothesized that there would be differences
across ratings of emotion and mood terms on scales
related to physiological and psychological states. These
differences may indicate differences in how individuals
understand the terms used to describe mood states as
opposed to emotion states.

Subjects, Procedures, and Data Analysis
Preliminary to the final questionnaire with the
aforementioned scales, an initial list of terms used to
describe emotions and moods was compiled from previous research (Averill, 1975; Niedenthal et al., 2004;
Alvarado, 1998; Scherer et al., 2004). Averill's ( 1975)
semantic atlas of emotion concepts was the starting
point with its 530 terms used to describe emotion
and/or mood states, and his terms were combined
with terms from other lists. After redundancies among
the terms were removed, 866 affect-related terms
remained. A group of five independent raters rated
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/intuition/vol1/iss1/10
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each of the 866 terms on a Likert type scale for
familiarity. They ranked each term on a scale from
one to nine where nine was "very familiar" and one
was "very unfamiliar."
On the basis of the familiarity ratings, the top
100 terms were then rated for object-directedness
by four different independent raters (see Appendix
A). The object-directedness test was designed
to differentiate terms hypothesized to refer to
emotions and those referring to moods. Terms that
were unanimously rated as object-directed were categorized as emotions, terms unanimously rated as
not object-directed were categorized as moods, and
terms on which the raters were divided were
categorized as other or unknown.
From the 100 terms, the 20 most familiar
emotion terms, the 15 most familiar mood terms,
and the 15 most familiar other or unknown
terms are shown in Table 4. These 50 terms were
compiled into a questionnaire on which participants were to rate each term on scales of intensity,
duration, psychological feeling, and physiological
impact. Many of the scales were used in previous
research for the purpose of distinguishing between
different types of emotions as opposed to this
study's focus on differences between moods and
emotions (Levenson, 1994; Averill, 1975;
Niedenthal et al., 2004). The final questionnaire
was administered to 50 undergraduate students in
, classroom settings (see Appendix B for sample
questions).
The data was subsequently compiled and
analyzed. A multivariate analysis of variance was
conducted, along with univariate follow-up
analyses of the dependent variables to determine
significance. Term category (emotion, mood, or
other) served as the independent variable and
the 15 scales served as dependent variables. The
MANOVA indicated that the three categories of
terms did differ from one another across the linear
combination of the scales and the follow-up
univariate ANOVAs indicated that the term categories differed across each of the ratings scales. A
discriminant analysis was therefore conducted to
determine a pattern of differences among the term
categories across the rating scales.
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Results and Discussion
Table 1 indicates that the three categories of
affect terms (emotion, mood, and other) were distinguishable on the basis of ratings on the dependent
variables (p < .001). The significance of these
findings allows for the possible delineation of similarities and differences for the three categories of
affect terms and substantiates the usefulness of the
selected scales.
Table 2 shows the means of the dependent
variables according to the term categories assigned.
It may be seen that emotions were rated higher on
intensity and the psychological feeling scales
(calm/violent, mild/turbulent, etc.), whereas
moods were rated higher on duration. Duration is
one measure often used to differentiate between
emotions and moods (Davidson, 1994; Frijda,
1994). Also, emotions were rated slightly higher
than moods on physiological impact, though the
ratings indicate the physiological contribution may
be small. The "other" category seems more sporadic and ultimately seems to overlap with emotion
and mood categories on various scales.
Table 3 shows the standardized discriminant
function scores for the dependent variables. The two
functions found through discriminant analysis
emphasize two of the major scale differentiators:
Function 1 emphasized psychological feeling and
Function 2 emphasized physiological impact. The
separation of the data into these two functions indicates that the scales that contribute to each function
discriminate the different terms among the three
categories. Thus, the scales differentiate to some
extent between the three hypothesized categories of
affect terms (emotions, moods, and others).
Figure 1 is a graph of the terms and category
means plotted in the space derived from the two
discriminant functions. The emotions seemed to
duster together, thus indicating the scales' ability
to identify emotions as having similarities. The
moods are less striking in their similarities according to the figure; however, twice as many mood
terms appear on the left quadrants of the graph
than do on the right quadrants. The "other" terms
were spread over the figure and therefore fit the
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independent raters' initial finding with the objectdirectedness survey that some of the terms may have
both emotion and mood characteristics. This implies
that when certain terms are used to describe affective
states, they may indicate experiences similar to that of
emotion and/or mood states.
Figure 2 was formulated to indicate groupings of
the terms from the ratings within the hypothesized
categories. As can be seen, certain moods fell in the
vicinity of the emotion grouping while some emotions
fell more closely to the grouping of moods. Also, the
"other" terms seemed to be separable into more
emotion-like and more mood-like categories. This may
indicate that certain moods behave more like emotions
according to the ratings and vice versa. This idea holds
for the group of "other" terms in that some were rated
more like emotions and some like moods.
Upon further analysis, terms from the "other"
category that were found in the emotion group seem to
carry a negative affective state whereas those rated like
the mood group seem to carry a positive affective state.
Perhaps the dimension that separated the other category into these two groups was the positive and negative
valence of the psychological feeling scales that seemed
to load on Function 1. Thus, the scales discriminated
terms in the "other" category into two groups not foreseen by the original hypotheses.

Conclusion and Implications
The first hypothesis suggested a standard
difference between emotions and moods, that of
object-directedness. If this assumption is correct and
the independent raters correctly categorized the terms
into object-directed and non-object-directed affective
states (emotions and moods), then perhaps the scales
chosen did not discriminate the emotions and moods
perfectly because they do not tap this distinction.
Object-directedness did separate the terms into
emotions and moods to some extent. However, perhaps
these scales illustrate the possibility that objectdirectedness is not a consistent difference between
emotions and moods and these scales do not consistently discriminate between affective terms that behave
as moods and those that behave as emotions either.
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The second and third hypotheses stated that, in
addition to the object-directedness hypothesis, the
terms may also differ according to other dimensions,
and other scales may distinguish terms used to describe
emotions and moods. The data substantiate these
claims, illustrating through discriminant analysis that
emotions and moods may differ in their levels of psychological feeling and physiological impact. This
implies that the terms used to describe certain affective
states mean different things and communicate different
meanings. Thus, a person who is experiencing a certain
level of physiological impact or psychological feeling
will use one term to describe his or her affective state.
The findings indicate that, as these levels of physiological impact or psychological feeling change, so will the
term used by an individual to describe the affective
state.
The findings of this study indicate that there is
consistency in the way that affect terms are used. Some
are used to refer to affective states with predominantly
psychological feeling characteristics (Function 1) while
other terms refer to states with physiological impact
characteristics (Function 2) or some combination of
the two. This implies a level of agreement among
English-speakers not only as to what a particular term
means, but in the characteristics of the experiences the
terms describe. Therefore, from these findings, it
may be seen that a possible function of affective
terms may be to assist individuals in making sense of
their affective states and those experienced by others.
Emotions and moods, though different, carry meaning
for the individuals who experience and observe them.
Terms describing these experiences, according to our
findings, allow individuals to label states that carry
with them cognitive and physiological components. It
would be problematic if a given language required a
dialogue of psychological feeling and physiological
impact for each affective state before individuals could
understand one another's states. Thus the unique ability of humans to make sense of their environments is
aided by the terms used to describe emotions, moods,
and other affective states. Understanding what components of psychological feeling and physiological impact
are part of each affective term aids in that ability to
explain the human experience.
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Table 1: Univariate Analyses of Dependent
Variables
Dee,endem Variable

F

Table 2: Means of Dependent Variables for Each
Term Category
Dee,endent Variable

Emotion

Mood

Other

Intensity

4.69

4.67

4.33

Duration

3.77

4.42

3.92

Calm/Violent

3.93

3.93

3.33

Mild/Turbulent

4.30

3.34

3.55

Relaxed/Energized

4.36

3.76

3.70

Peace/Upset

4.82

3.16

3.65

Attraction/ Aversion

4. 78

3.06

3.68

Comfortable/Uncomfortable 4.95

3.20

3.77

Pleasure/Distress

4.99

3.11

3.74

Increased Heart Rate

4.03

3.31

3.13

Sweaty Palms

3.00

2.39

2.36

Rapid Breathing

3.21

2.77

2.54

Flushes

2.68

2.23

2.04

Chills

1.96

1.78

1.65

Trembling

2.55

2.07

1.90

Si~.

Intensity

11.02

<.001

Duration

30.06

< .001

Calm/Violent

54.10

< .001

Table 3: Standardized Discriminant Function
Scores for Each Dependent Variable

Mild/Turbulent

64.29

< .001

Dependent Variable

Relaxed/Energized

31.98

< .001

Intensity

0.06

0.29

Peace/Upset

165.40

< .001

Duration

-0.21

0.36

Attraction/Aversion

161.47

< .001

Calm/Violent

-0.12

-0.59

Comfortable/Uncomfortable

160.92

< .001

Mild/Turbulent

0.03

-0.10

Pleasure/Distress

179 .12

< .001

Relaxed/Energized

-0.08

0.37

Increased Heart Rate

46.67

< .001

Peace/Upset

0.33

0.12

Sweaty Palms

31.84

< .001

Attraction/Aversion

0.27

-0.25

Rapid Breathing

25.62

< .001

Comfortable/Uncomfortable -0.03

-0.06

Flushes

28.47

< .001

Pleasure/Distress

0.45

0.19

9.92

< .001

Increased Heart Rate

0.36

0.43

31.84

< .001

Sweaty Palms

0.02

-0.24

-0.34

0.12

Flushes

0.07

0.29

Chills

-0.09

-0.07

0.09

0.29

Chills
Trembling

Rapid Breathing

Trembling

Function 1 Function~
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Table 4: Hypothesized Categories of Emotions,
Moods, and Others from Object-Directedness
Survey
Emotions (20)

Moods (15)

Other (15)

bored

grief

enthusiastic

mad

determination

pride

uncomfortable

cheerful

desperate

sad

carmg

appreciative

hate

erotic

guilty

happy

lonely

careful

anxwus

romantic

doubt

angry

sensitive

impatient

nervous

pain

calm

confused

aggressive

passionate

depressed

shy

relaxed

scared

compassionate

respect

embarrassed

carefree

msecure

confident

excitement

mean

afraid

comfortable

pessimistic

Figure 2: Scatter Diagram with Categorical
Overlap Illustrated

Appendix A

disappointed

Object directedness survey instructions

ashamed
love
bitter
fear

Figure I: Scatter Diagram of Discriminant
Means for Terms on Functions I and 2.

Discriminant Means

•.•.
...,

,.;z~

•
Function 2

11111•-:rd-t:'l

,,,.,,

•
•
•
••• •
• a---

lll•llif
,,,,,,,,

•

!i..:tiJ

t

••

•

Instructions: On the following pages there is a list
of affect terms. To determine if these terms take an
object, insert chem into a sentence under the format,
subject-verb-object or SVO. For example, "I am _ _
chat _ _ " where the first blank is the affect term and
the second blank is an object (i.e., "I am concerned
that you are sick"). Another example would be
"I _ _ _ _ " where the first blank is the term and the
second blank is an object (i.e., "I eat pizza"). These are
two simple examples used to illustrate object directedness of some affect terms, but are not the limit to
appropriate sentences under the SVO structure. If the
term fits grammatically into a sentence with
the subject-verb-object format, then put an "X" in the
blank next to the term. (Walk through five examples
before beginning task.)

,,.,1,,, •

· "·~
I+

• ••• •
••••
••

Function 1
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4. How frequently are experiences of (term) associated with the

Appendix B

following descriptions? (record the frequency from the scale

Sample scales/questions from survey

below each description on the answer sheet)

1. Please indicate how intense experiences of (term) typi-

Almost

cally are by recording on the answer sheet the appropriate

Never

response from the scale below.

Always
1

4

3

2

5

6

Never

Rarely

2

2. Experiences of (term) typically last? (please indicate
duration of experiences on the scale below)
Seconds minutes half hour hour several hours days
weeks
3

5

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

c. Rapid Breathing:

1
2

4

3

b. Sweaty Palms:

1

6

Always

a. Increased Heart Rate:
2

4

Occasionally

Undecided

7

High intensity

Low intensity

Almost

2

7
d. Flushes (face turning red):

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

3. Experiences of (term) may best be described with which
of the following terms? (the closer the number is to the
descriptive word, the greater the degree of association with

e. Chills:

1

the term)
f. Trembling:
a.

Calm
2

b.

Violent

3

4

5

6

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

Energized

c. Relaxed
2

Upset

d. Peace
2

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

Aversion

e. Attraction
2

£ Comfortable
2

Uncomfortable
3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

Distress

g. Pleasure

1

2

Turbulent

Mild
2

1

7

2
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Altruism in the Context of door-courtesy
Behaviors among College Students
Landen M. Roundy, Meagan E. Griffith,
Sarah E. Jensen, and Joseph A. Allen
Brigham Young University

Altruism has been debated as both selfishly and seijlessly motivated Though there are many possible illustrations of
altruism in daily activities, a simple model to measure altruism is observing door-holding behaviors. This study
observes the door-holding behavior patterns of undergraduate college students, assessing the sex differences and the
possibility ofan altruistic theme within the observed popu/,ation. A general sex difference was found illustrating that
males hold the door more often than females. Implications ofthe results are discussed

Many people actively seek opportunities to
serve others, such as helping at a nursing home,
volunteering at a fire department, or even taking
out their neighbor's garbage (Brewer & Kramer,
1986). Two schools of thought have appeared
concerning the true motive of these actions. The
main researchers on both sides of this issue
debate whether the goal of altruistic behavior is
selfless or selfish (Batson, Ahamd, & Tsang,
2002; Neuberg, Cialdini, Brown, Luce, Sagarin,
& Lewis, 1997).
One school of thought, led by Batson (1990),
daims that altruism is selfless. Experiments were
conducted by placing an individual in apparent
need and recording the feedback on the conditions
of the people who gave aid. Batson formulated
the empathy-altruism hypothesis, which states
that pro-social motivation is based on the desire
to increase the well-being of a person in need. He
concluded that people help others simply because
they care about them, not for any true benefit to
themselves. The joy experienced by the helper is
not the goal of helping, but is a by-product of the
act. Batson et al. (2002) found that the helpful

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2005

acts of individuals who have been in close proximity
with others who have experienced injustice can at
times be truly altruistic. The rescuers of Jews in Nazi
Europe, risked their own lives to aid other people
(Oliner & Oliner, 1988).
Neuberg heads the other school of thought, which
focuses on the innate selfishness of altruism (Neuberg
et al. 1997). Neuberg et al. replicated Batson's study
by placing an individual in a situation intended to
evoke feelings of empathy and altruism (Basron et al.,
1999; Neuberg et al., 1997). The researchers then
looked for plausible nonaltruistic alternatives for the
empathy-helping effects, such as sexism or desire for
recognition. Next, they measured these nonaltruistic
alternatives and examined whether the empathyhelping relationship remained. They found that
individuals help others in order to alleviate their own
feelings of distress. For example, when a person
witnesses another person in need they experience
painful feelings. Neuberg et al. ( 1997) concluded that
people are motivated to help others by their desire to
make their own guilt or bad feelings go away rather
than increase the well-being of another person.
Either school of thought can be used to explain
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complex altruistic behaviors, such as aiding Jews in
postwar Nazi Germany, as well as simple behaviors,
such as door-holding (Yoder, Hogue, Newman, Metz,
& La Vigne, 2002). For the purposes of this study,
altruism is defined as motivation with the ultimate goal
of increasing the welfare of one or more individuals
other than oneself (Batson, Ahamad, & Tsang, 2002).
Behavior that is focused on serving others will be used
as an expression of altruism. Simple altruistic behaviors
are more easily observed and quantified, allowing
researchers to apply both selfish and unselfish altruistic
hypotheses as explanations of the behavior. Yoder et al.
(2002) observed door-holding behaviors among college
age dyads in the context of dating and nondating
situations. They found that door-holding behaviors of
males increased in dating situations when compared to
nondating contexts. The explanation of this conclusion
centered on the possibility of sexism illustrated in male
dominance as opposed to selfless altruistic behavior
(Yoder et al., 2002; Batson et al., 1999).
In the present study we examine both altruistic
behavior in the context of door-holding and the possibility of sex differences in those behaviors. It is first
hypothesized that there will be a difference between
males and females in door-holding behaviors. Secondly
it is hypothesized that a majority of the population will
show some form of altruism characterized by doorholding. These hypotheses maintain the school of
thought illustrated by Batson in his studies among
college-age individuals.

walked through the doors. The second tally sheet was
used to tally the total number of females that walked
through the doors. The third tally sheet was used to tally
the number of occurrences of each behavior displayed
by each sex.

Procedures
To measure altruism in door-holding among
college students, unobtrusive observation on a
university campus was utilized. One of the most
commonly used doors was observed. There were four
investigators, each observing different aspects of doorholding. Two investigators sat together approximately
15 to 20 feet from the door and tallied the total number of people entering and exiting. One counted males
and one counted females, and both recorded the results
on their own tally sheet form. The other two investigators observed different aspects of door-holding in male
and female subjects by looking for arm extensions,
glance back habits, and complete door-holding for
another individual. Illustrative definitions of these
behaviors can be found in Figure 1. In order to maintain
an unobtrusive situation, the two investigators analyzing
at a close range wore reflective sunglasses to allow them
to observe without the subjects being aware. Also, the
investigators had their tally sheets on college notebooks
or textbooks to give the appearance that they were studying. These two were in close proximity to the subjects so
they could observe their eye and body movements.

Data Analysis

Method
Subjects
The subjects consisted of 745 male and 764 female
unpaid undergraduate students at a university. Subjects
were unsystematically chosen. During observation
intervals, subjects were watched and were unaware they
were being observed.

Materials
Two copies of three different tally sheets were
used to record the observations. The first tally sheet
was used to tally the total number of males who

Male and female trends and general sample trends
in door-holding were analyzed. A chi-squared analysis
of variance was performed to determine the significance of the results.

Results
Male and female trends and general sample trends in
door-holding were analyzed. A chi-squared analysis of
variance was performed to determine the significance of
the results. The results are summarized in Figure 2,
where a significant difference (x<:;=256.1, pS0.0 1) was
found between males and females in door-holding
behaviors. The arm extension behavior was similar
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between males and females; however, significantly
more males than females glanced back or held
doors.

Discussion
The first hypothesis stated that there would be
significant sex differences in door-courtesy
behaviors, which was confirmed by the results.
Figure 2 shows that males glanced back 262 times
as compared to females who glanced back 22 times.
Figure 2 also shows that males held the door 112
times and females held the door 13 times. Males
clearly exhibited more door-courtesy behaviors
than females, indicating a significant sex difference
in this behavior among the observed population.
The sheer number of door-courtesy acts performed
by the males indicates the possibility that these
behaviors are altruistically based {Batson, 1990;
Batson et al., 1999; Carlo, Eisenberg, Troyer,
Switzer, & Speer, 1991; Dovidio, Schroeder, &
Allen, 1990). There are alternative explanations for
door-holding such as the motivation to impress a
member of the opposite sex or the desire to illustrate one's superiority. Because of the high number
of door-holding behaviors observed there is a great
possibility that they are not explainable by other
motivations. In other words, the large frequency of
door-holding behaviors exhibited by males cannot
be fully explained away by alternative explanations.
Batson ( 1990) argues that altruism is selflessly
based and random acts of kindness such as doorholding are indicative of altruism (Baskerville,
2000).
The second hypothesis indicated that there
would be a general prevalence of door-courtesy
behaviors illustrating altruism among the observed
population regardless of sex differences. Men and
women both exhibited arm extensions at similar
levels as seen in Figure 1. Men arm extended 449
times and women arm extended 470 times. Batson
et al. (1999) found that altruistic motives often
govern behavior unto the overall collective good.
The collective good may account for the overwhelming trend towards door-holding among

college-age students. The total number of participants
was 1,509 college-age students, and the actual number
of arm extensions in the observed population was 919.
These results suggest a general altruistic trend in doorcourtesy behaviors in the observed population,
confirming the hypothesis.
Although the results show a trend in door-courtesy
behaviors that indicate altruism, much research by the
second school on altruism argues that these acts may
simply be motivated by other factors {Neuberg et al.,
1997; Maner et al., 2002). One factor that may motivate individuals in performing random acts of kindness
is the person's desire to alleviate negative feelings
{Neuberg et al., 1997). Neuberg et al. argued that
when a person observes another in need, the situation
causes a physiological change that increases the observer's personal stress. To alleviate these negative feelings,
the observer helps the person in need. Rather than
being intrinsically motivated by altruism, the observer
is physiologically motivated. Another factor that may
account for altruistic behavior is a person's desire to put
himself or herself in a good light among peers {Maner
et al., 2002). Maner et al. argue that people tend to do
things simply in order for others to give them praise for
their random acts of kindness. Thus, rather than motivated by selfless altruism, individuals may be
motivated by selfish need for approval by peers.
The key limitation of this study that impacts the
first hypothesis is the alternate explanations of what
appears to be altruistic behavior. One alternate explanation is the nature of the sample under observation.
Many of the men that enter and exit the buildings on
this campus are previous missionaries for The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. The nature of
the mission and the time these individuals spent in the
service of other people may influence their behaviors,
motivating them to perform more door-courtesy
behaviors than the average male. The service of these
men to others may explain the reason for our observations of higher numbers of door-holding behaviors in
males as compared to females (see Figure 1).
Another alternate explanation for door-holding was
studied by Yoder et al. (2002), who found that males
tend to increase their door-courtesy behaviors depending
on the context of the situation: dating or nondating.
When males would like to have a future relationship
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with the female approaching the door, they are more apt
to aid her. Yoder et al. (2002) suggested that benevolent
sexism conveyed by male dominance may explain the
door-holding behaviors and the sex difference. This
explanation may account for some of the variation in
door-holding between males and females in the present
study.
The limitation of alternate explanations of
door-courtesy-behaviors spills over into the second
hypothesis that altruism is prevalent among the sample
observed. The negative-state relief theory suggests that
a person's desire to alleviate negative feelings is the
motivation in performing seemingly altruistic acts of
kindness (Neuberg et al., 1997). Members of the
sample observed may have been in a sad or stressed
mood, showing door-courtesy behavior as a relief of
their mood. Another alternate explanation of this
study's findings would be the religious affiliation of the
sample observed. Not only are many of the males former missionaries, but the females are also members of
the same service-oriented church organization. These
individuals may have been raised to demonstrate
courtesy-related behaviors to others and have thus
shown door-courtesy behavior as a conditioned
response.
A possible confound that may account for error in
this study could be inter-rater reliability. Because of the
high traffic in the area observed and the shortage of
investigators, only one person observed each variable.
Thus, inter-rater reliability could not be measured. Due
to the busy nature of the chosen locations and various
vantage points, it is possible that the observers were not
perfectly accurate in recording each behavior.
Therefore, having more than one rater observe the same
category of behaviors would allow for comparisons
between observations to determine the accuracy of the
data. Another confound concerning rater reliability
may be the possible ambiguity between a glance back
and an arm extension. For example, during a busy time
the rater may not have seen a glance back when combined with an arm extension because they may not have
seen the person's eyes.
Future studies can build from the current findings
by broadening our understanding of how the motive of
altruism affects human behavior. An area for further
research could be studying the impact of emotional

1.

state as related to the location where doorcourtesy behaviors are observed (Maner et al.,
2002; Batson,1990). People going to the courthouse are more likely to exhibit stress, while
people entering and exiting a restaurant are
presumably more relaxed. The effects of their
emotional state on door-courtesy behavior could
be measured. For example, a small questionnaire
could be developed to assess emotional state at the
time of door-holding. After observing a door hold
another experimenter could ask the observed individual to fill out the questionnaire. Gathering this
information could lead to an understanding of
motivation behind door-holding that considers
both altruistic schools: selfless vs. selfish.
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Figures
Figure lA: Glance back

Figure l B: Arm extension

Figure 1C: Door hold
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Figure 2
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Figure 2 illustrates door-courtesy behaviors
observed and recorded as an arm extension, glance
back, or door hold. The behaviors were divided as
pertaining to the sex of the individuals who
performed them.
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The Subject (a study)

by Michael Strayer
This is a feeling of self-doubt,
Of self-pity,
It is not a place I enjoy,
Or love,
Someday I'll be normal,
A pill,
A session,
One after the other,
Someday I'll be normal,
This is a sensation of darkness,
Of emptiness,
It is not a sight I relish,
Or long for,
Someday I'll be normal,
A pill,
A session,
One after the other,
Someday I'll be like them.

Disclaimer
by Ephraim Cannon
Never walk up to a bull, thump him on his nose ring and lick his eye.
The Surgeon General warns that such behavior can be hazardous
to your health and may cause bruising, lacerations, impalement,
gouging, stomach cramps, necrophilia, bleeding, internal hemorrhaging,
headaches, dizziness, sore muscles, death, ear infections, permanent damage
to the lymph nodes, and the inability to ride a unicycle. If you or someone
you know is in risk of bull thumping and/or licking, please contact your
physician immediatley. For more information please visit us at
www. bulllickersnevergetthegirl. o rg
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Austin, Texas 7 am

by Michael Strayer
Austin awoke from her celluloid-laced dream. Her body withered in the cool morning. She brushed the
side of her bed and knelt pleading and spilling her guts to God. Austin always spoke with the Creator and
craved His divine approval.
Rising from the soft carpet she removed her designer sleepwear and slid awkwardly into the shower. Austin's
skin bursted red as she scrubbed her body attempting to cleanse herself of everything dark and demonic. Her hair
was thinning, and with it her self-confidence. The sensation was dreadfully wonderful as the steam flew from
the cracked shower door, migrating to the bathroom mirror and doorknob. Austin's heart pounded in her red
chest. The hot morning steam continued to travel, but this time it was driven down the ventilation shaft. She
wiped the mirror and there she stood, revealed like the moon at dusk.
Austin's hips were sharp. They threatened to pierce her olive skin. Her ribs hung like a ninth grade biology class model skeleton. Every time she looked at her ghostly bones her stomach cramped up and heaved compulsively. Austin questioned when she would be normal. When would she be beautiful? When would she be
perfect?
Austin tugged at her raw skin and drawled, "disgusting," she paused intently analyzing her naked body.
Magazine advertisements, television clips, film stars, and celluloid magic fired inside her brain overwhelming
her, "I feel fat ... "
Austin dressed and faced the humid Texas day. Another day of disgust, of dieting, of competing with other
women, only to be revealed tomorrow in front of her steamy bathroom mirror.
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